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1. OVERVIEW
1.1

Introduction

BharatNet aims to connect all the Gram Panchayat (GP) offices in India. One lakh GPs have been
connected with fiber in Phase-I of BharatNet by December 2017 [2]. Connecting the 2,50,000 GPs in
itself is a herculean task and requires alternative technologies to be used. IIT Bombay has done
wireless planning to connect 1,50,000 GPs for Phase II [1 ]. BharatNet Phase II will be completed by
March 2019 by connecting 1,50,000 GPs. However, achieving this doesn’t completely alleviate the
problem of connecting the rural population which primarily resides in villages which are located at
distance of 2-10 km from the nearest GP. Each GP serves 2.56 villages on an average thus totaling
approximately 6,40,000 villages [1]. Either fiber optic cables or wireless Point-to-Point links will only
reach the GP, leaving the villages, which are typically at a distance of a few kilometers from the
Gram Panchayat, unconnected. Connecting this massive amount of GPs and villages will need
planning considering the aims of BharatNet.
There is no planning tool available which meets the objectives of BharatNet. BharatNet Planning tool
has been designed by IIT Bombay which will decide the technology and the optimum network
topology on the basis of distance, terrain, and population. This tool can plan at any level of
aggregation, e.g. at the block level, district level, state level etc. BharatNet online planning tool
suggests an optimum network topology based on throughput requirement of GPs and villages
provided the fiber Point of Presence at the block level which has been laid in BharatNet Phase I.

Figure 1: Network Hierarchy in India (Blocks, GPs and Villages)

1.2

Application Features

The BharatNet tool is free and open source web application. The activities currently envisaged to be
captured through the web application are:
1. Wireless Planning activities: Design a network topology on the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) to decide which of the GPs and villages should be connected via wireless
technologies.
a. Block to GP – using IEEE 802.11ac based Wi-Fi devices in 5.8GHz band

b. GP to villages - using IEEE 802.11ac based Wi-Fi devices in 5.8GHz band and LTE
in TV- UHF band
2. Bill of Quantities (BOQ): To estimate bill of quantity for wireless links enabling the
further creation of a bill of materials.
The web application URL: http://204.48.25.180

1.3

Software Requirements
1. API Key: The users need to generate its API key for Tool processing. The link for API Key
generation is https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/get-api-

key
2. Internet hardware and active Internet connection: Active Internet connection is
required to connect to the website of BharatNet tool.
3. Applicable web browser: All web browsers are compatible to view the activity and the
menus effectively. e. g. Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox etc
4. Spreadsheet Program: Documents associated with this tool take the inputs as
spreadsheets e.g. Microsoft Excel, Open Office Calc, LibreOffice Calc, Google Spreadsheets
etc.

2. SYSTEM SUMMARY
2.1 System Configuration
A web browser is required to view the activity and the menus. A graphical user interface (GUI)
along with an application which will allow methods of interacting with the data as needed data can be
invoked using the Web application URL http://204.48.25.180

2.2 Dependencies and Constraints
1. The output of the tool depends on the accuracy of the input data provided to it. The
current version of the tool takes input for planning in the form of spreadsheets, specifically
in .csv (comma separated value) format as .csv files can be used with any spreadsheet
program.
NOTE: Instructions to save your spreadsheet as CSV

1: Open your file in your spreadsheet program.
2: Click on File and choose Save As.
3: Under Save as type, choose CSV (Comma delimited). Click Save.
4: You may see a message that your file "may contain features that are not compatible
with CSV." This message is to inform you that any formatting you may have (such as
colors or bold text) and any formulas will not be preserved in the CSV formatted
file. Click Yes to continue.

2. The information of BharatNet Phase-I covered locations can be used from the website of
BBNL e.g. Latitude, Longitude, State names, GP names etc.
(http://www.bbnl.nic.in/index1.aspx?lsid=651&lev=2&lid=526&langid=1 )
3. The formats and number of input files to be fed in the tool for Block to GP and GP to village
connectivity check are different. Please refer the procedure and sample input files shown in
the subsequent sections.
4. Data cleaning: For the data collected through the paper and digital surveys, conduct some
basic data checks before carrying out thorough data cleaning.
a. Remove Duplicates
b. Make sure that all your latitude -longitude combinations are within the desired range
of geo-coordinates.

2.3 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Figure 2: Graphical User Interface of BharatNet Planning Tool

The GUI of the planning tool shows a Google map with the technology specific drop-down menus to
check the feasibility of network connections based on the latitude and longitudes of locations. The
GUI of the web application is shown in Figure 2.

3. SYSTEM MENU AND OPERATION
The dashboard provides an easy access and interactive view of various methods for planning. The
user menu contains the submenus to access the various features of the tool. Each menu consists of
self-explanatory instructions in order to use the tool.

3.1

Google API Key

This feature allows the user need to enter the API key so that the data can be fetched and plot on
the map. Instruction to Generate API key is attached to Google API key generation documentation.
Insert the Key and click on Submit button for link feasibility.

Figure 3: Google API Key of BharatNet Planning Tool

3.2

Block to GP connectivity using Wi-Fi

This feature allows to plan the radio network connectivity with 5.8 GHz wireless technology for
Bharat Net Phase II GPs from the fiber PoP at the block and generate an itemized Bill of Quantities
(BOQ) considering various design choices like link length, number of connections per tower etc. for
planning from BSNL towers, Phase 1 covered GPs, BSNL rural exchanges, and block exchanges.
Dropdown submenus are the inputs for processing and operation.

3.2.1
.1
3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

Figure 4: User Interface and Submenu for Block to GP connectivity using Wi-Fi

Figure 5: Instructions Submenu for operation

3.2.1 Upload Input Points
The input file is a spreadsheet in .csv format and the cells have the information about the locations
to check the feasible connectivity. The name of the input file should same as the district code. e. g
“district_code.csv”, 517.csv. The sample input file and input data for Nawada district are shown in
Figure 4.
The input file contains:
1. State name
2. State code
3. District name
4. District code
5. GP name
6. GP code
7. Latitude
8. Longitude
9. Phase: GPs to be connected should be listed as phase 2, tower locations as phase 9, block
exchanges as phase 15, and the locations covered in phase- I of BharatNet as phase 21.
10. Population of the GP

Figure 6: Information in Input File 239.csv

3.2.2 Upload Tower File
The other file is the tower file which consists of tower locations. The tower input file is a
spreadsheet in .csv format and the cells have the information about towers at block locations. The
name of tower file should be “StateCode_tower.csv” e.g. “10_tower.csv”. The sample tower file and
the data for Nawada district are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 7: Tower Data for Input

3.2.3 Check Connectivity
This feature allows processing the input data which later applies the RF planning algorithms on the
input data and plot the feasible links on Google map for different geo-locations. This process may
take some time depending on the size of input data.

3.2.3.1

Figure 8: Processing during Connectivity Check

Expected Output

3.2.3.1

Figure 9: Sample feasible link formed using Wi-Fi

Tower

Gram Panchayat

3.2.4 Generate BOQ
The Generate BOQ button allows the user to download the bill of materials for the feasible links as
shown in Figure 8.

3.2.4.1

Figure 10: Downloadable BOQ

Expected Output
The BOQ is a spreadsheet which provides the information as below.

Figure 11: Sample Output BOQ

The BOQ lists the parameters as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of Generated BOQ

Tower/GP Name

Antenna height

Block code

GP Code/Tower Code

Antenna Type

Population

Block code

Transmit power

Throughput

Phase-1/Tower

Receive power

Tower/Pole Height

Block Name

Antenna Gain

Solar Panel (Watts)

Name of the City/Town/Block

Type of Switch

Earthing

Tower/Pole Height

Battery capacity (AH)

Surge Protector

Tower site Name

CCU (A)

802.11ac 5.8 GHz
devices

Latitude

Longitude

3.3 Village connectivity using Wi-Fi
This feature allows planning the radio network connectivity from BharatNet Phase II GPs to villages
with 5.8 GHz wireless technology and generating an itemized Bill of Quantities (BOQ). This feature
requires two files as input for processing in .csv format.

3.3.1
.1
3.3.2
.1

3.3.3

3.3.4
.1

Figure 12: User Interface and submenu for GP to village connectivity using Wi-Fi

3.3.1 Upload Input Village File
The input file consists of information of villages to be connected using 5.8GHz Wi-Fi from the Phase
II connected GPs. The name of the village input file should be “DistrictCode_1.csv” e.g.
“517_1.csv”. The village file contains the data listed below:

1. State name
2. State code
3. District name
4. District code
5. Block name
6. Block code
7. GP name
8. GP code
9. Latitude
10. Longitude
11. Location of GP
12. Phase: GPs to be connected are listed as phase 2, tower locations as phase 9, block
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

exchanges as phase 15, and the locations covered in phase I of BharatNet are listed as phase
21.
Village name
Village latitude
Village longitude
Distance (in meters)
Village population
Village throughput
Matched village
Link throughput

3.3.2 Upload Input GP File
This file consists of the data of BharatNet Phase II connected GP to check the feasible connectivity
to the village. The name of GP file should be “DistrictCode.csv” e. g. “517.csv”. The contents of GP
file are listed below:
1. State name
2. State code
3. District name
4. District code
5. Block name
6. Block code
7. GP name
8. GP code
9. Latitude
10. Longitude
11. Location of GP
12. Phase: GPs to be connected are listed as phase 2, tower locations as phase 9, block
exchanges as phase 15, and the locations covered in phase I of BharatNet are listed as phase
21.
3.3.3 Check Connectivity
Same as section 3.1.3

3.3.4 Generate BOQ
Same as section 3.1.4

3.4 Village connectivity using LTE in 500MHz
This feature allows planning the radio network connectivity from BharatNet Phase -II GPs to villages
with LTE technology in TV-UHF (500 MHz) band and generating an itemized Bill of Quantities
(BOQ).

3.4.1
3.4.2

3.4.3

3.4.4

Figure 13: User Interface and submenu for GP to village connectivity using LTE in 500MHz

3.4.1 Upload Input Village File for TV UHF
This file consists of the data of BharatNet Phase-II connected GPs and the villages which should be
connected to it using LTE technology in TV-UHF band. The name of the village input file should be
“DistrictCode_1.csv” e.g. “517_1.csv”.
The village file contains the data listed below:
1. State name
2. State code
3. District name
4. District code
5. Block name
6. Block code
7. GP name
8. GP code
9. Latitude
10. Longitude
11. Location of GP
12. Phase: GPs to be connected are listed as phase 2, tower locations as phase 9, block
exchanges as phase 15, and the locations covered in phase I of BharatNet are listed as phase
21.
13. Village name

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Village latitude
Village longitude
Distance (in meters)
Village population
Village throughput
Matched village
Link throughput

3.4.2 Upload Input GP File for TV UHF
This file consists of the data of BharatNet Phase II connected GP to check the feasible connectivity
to the village. The name of GP file should be “DistrictCode.csv” e. g .“517.csv”. The contents of GP
file are listed below:
1. State name
2. State code
3. District name
4. District code
5. Block name
6. Block code
7. GP name
8. GP code
9. Latitude
10. Longitude
11. Location of GP
12. Phase: GPs to be connected are listed as phase 2, tower locations as phase 9, block
exchanges as phase 15, and the locations covered in phase I of BharatNet are listed as phase
21.
3.4.3 Check Connectivity
Same as section 3.1.3
3.4.4 Generate BOQ
Same as section 3.1.4
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